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New Series

PRODUCT PLANNING
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JA-01-01 JA-01-02 JA-01-03 JA-01-04 JB-01-01 JB-01-02 JB-01-03A JB-01-03B

DAvt
1600W X 750D X 750H
1700W X 800D X 750H
1800W X 800D X 750H
2000W X 900D X 750H

CTA-A2
2400W X 1200D X 750H
2800W X 1200D X 750H
3000W X 1400D X 750H
3200W X 1400D X 750H
3600W X 1400D X 750H

NTA
1600W X 750D X 750H
1800W X 800D X 750H
2000W X 900D X 750H

Diamond SBA transition slot

Vase

Bort high back chair Bort Mediam back chair Vasion Mediam back chair Vasion meeting chair

FTA1 FTA2 FTCCB
1030 X 600 X 650

ROC-DV1 push cabinet CSE-CC1106 
shared auxiliary cabinet

Left-right roller shutter cabinet DIM-CA le cabinet AM-CB le cabinet

Work number card Pen container Berg fabric table screen Vita 26 side table screen Vita 26 public table screen

BP line box BM line cap BP line cap BU line cap GE-E CPU holder Diaplayer holder

NTB
1600W X 750D X 750H
1800W X 800D X 750H
2000W X 900D X 750H

ZP-01-01A ZP-01-01B

CTA-A3
4200W X 1400D X 750H
4500W X 1500D X 750H
4800W X 1600D X 750H
5400W X 1600D X 750H

CTB-A2
2400W X 1200D X 750H
2800W X 1200D X 750H
3000W X 1400D X 750H
3200W X 1400D X 750H
3600W X 1400D X 750H

CTB-A3
4200W X 1400D X 750H
4500W X 1500D X 750H
4800W X 1600D X 750H
5400W X 1600D X 750H

WTA-A1
1400W X 650D X 750H
1500W X 700D X 750H
1600W X 700D X 750H

WTB-A2
1400W X 1300D X 750H
1500W X 1400D X 750H
1600W X 1500D X 750H

WTE-A3
2126W X 2455D X 750H
2320W X 2679D X 750H

WTE-A6
4253W X 2455D X 750H
4639W X 2679D X 750H

WTB-A4
2800W X 1300D X 750H
3000W X 1400D X 750H
3200W X 1500D X 750H

WTB-A6
4200W X 1300D X 750H
4500W X 1400D X 750H
4800W X 1500D X 750H

WTD-A4
2800W X 1300D X 750H
3000W X 1400D X 750H
3200W X 1500D X 750H

WTA-A2
2800W X 650D X 750H
3000W X 700D X 750H
3200W X 700D X 750H

WTA-A2
4200W X 650D X 750H
4500W X 700D X 750H
4800W X 700D X 750H

WTA-A4
2800W X 1300D X 750H
3000W X 1400D X 750H
3200W X 1500D X 750H

DB
1600W X 1750D X 750H
1700W X 1800D X 750H
1800W X 1900D X 750H
2000W X 2000D X 750H

DC
1600W X 1750D X 750H
1700W X 1800D X 750H
1800W X 1900D X 750H
2000W X 2000D X 750H

DD
2100W X 2100D X 750H
2300W X 2100D X 750H
2500W X 2100D X 750H

DE
2100W X 2100D X 750H
2500W X 2100D X 750H

Executive Desk

Workstation

Foot Type Conference Table

Conference Table

Accessories

Chair



Workstation
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Team
Work



EN 101

Ultimate 
Adaptability
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Endeavour robust structure and task-orientated footprints 
makes it an ideal choice for any office environment.

Being able to configure the system to meet users needs allows it 
to accommodate technological or ergonomic requirements with 
ease.

EN 102
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Relaxed
Workspaces
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To create more praccal office products to become everyone’s  
work style aer all consideraon, we bring prisna to sasfy 
independent work & team co-operaon.

PR 101
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This cluster includes;
• 50 Mid Duct Panels, accessories and brackets
• 25mm 120° Corner Worktops
• 25mm Slabends
• Accessory Rails, silver

• Hook on Paper Trays, landscape, silver
• Hook on Pen Holders, silver
• Hook On Binder Holder, silver
• Ulmet Metal Mobile Pedestals 2+1, locking, silver

Taurus

Light but stable, colorful and various screens 
satisfiles different enterprises Office needs

Prisna robust structure and task-orientated footprints makes it 
an ideal choice for the emergency services or financial 
instuons.

Being able to configure the system to meet users needs allows it 
to accommodate technological or ergonomic requirements with 
ease.
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Light but stable, 
colorful and various 
screens satisfies 
different enterprises 
Office needs



Astro

Combines graceful atmosphere with the praccal design, added a

beauful space for your working environment.

19-20
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Freedom
Freedom series gives you the freedom to 
play and organise. A simple but more 
praccal soluon idealy designed to give 
opmum use of space.



Humane and caring and meticulour process and combines the 

modern aesthetic ideas, of course, is your ideal choice of the 

most wise and excellent office space for your happiness and, 

more importantly, also to enjoy the joy of success. 

Taurus
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EASY senior staff complete the Functional equipment more 

perfect, clever speculation workstations and le storage will 

be combined with savings in office space, improve space 

utilization, and to office space clean and tidy, together with 

the unmatched power of the system line management 

functions, so that line to reach any work needed. 
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Taurus

www.fabritrack.com

EASY  55 series senior staff complete the Funconal equipment more perfect, clever speculaon workstaons and file storage will 

be combined with savings in office space, imporove space ulizaon, and to office space clean and dy, together with the 

unmatched power of the system line management funcons, so that line to reach any work needed. 
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Freedom

www.fabritrack.com

In the modern office space, different 

team, different nature of work has a 

variety of independent demand. EASY 

provide sub-staon from the front to 

the private sector, to the combinaon 

of a large team of full workstaons.  



DcO

Connaught has a real stong alignmnet system, strong or weak will open the management, according to different 

environmental condittions, work menthods, you can choose the alignment of their own way. 

35-36

Freedom

www.fabritrack.com
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DE 101



HO 101

Embrace Flexibility
Encourage Inspiration
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GE 101

SA 101

www.fabritrack.com

SO 101
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The combination of furniture design and 

modern technology, with forward-looking 

standard, blending modern science and tech-

nology elements intergrating and coordinat-

ing the effective office environment resources, 

displaying the unique charm of office environ-

ment that is brought by advanced technology. 

The use of L-shape structure which is always 

used in oweis architecture. It has the overall 

style of modern minimalism architecture the 

appropriate use of non-symmetrical structure, 

combination of the virtual and substaintial, 

steady but not depressive, accompanying with 

stong feelings of spaciousness.



Nuvolta
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Three person working station, brightful knitting grain partition just like jumped note, lighting system 

perfectly linked with office system, realized the unication of function and practicability. wonderful 

geometry brings in re-new feel, providing the team work with smoothly work enrionment and bring-

ht mood. 

Freedom robust structure and task-orientated 
footprints makes it an ideal choice for the 
emergency services or nancial institutions.

Being able to congure the system to meet 
users needs allows it to accommodate 
technological or ergonomic requirements 
with ease.

Three person working station, 

brightful knitting grain partition just 

like jumped note, lighting system 

perfectly linked with office system, 

realized the unication of function 

and practicability. wonderful geom-

etry brings in re-new feel, providing 

thethe team work with smoothly work 

enrionment and bringht mood. 

Pen box/paper rack

BG A8 CPU shelf C-type gap BG cable box Cable tray

Work card/
Magazine rack

File rack Magazine rack

Ber-TA6
4800W X 1600D X 1100H

M-303AF1
W:670
D:670
H:870



Nuvolta

4000W X 1400D X 755H
M-303AF1
W:670, D:670, H:870
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Perfect schematism, strong tractility, brought out bhe Berg, 

here, berg executive desking unit emerged as the times re-

quire top with material, color selection, together with com-

plete function, easy to knock-cown, it must can add your 

meeting, working, life and even your whole life with the 

brightful gloss

Being spacious, exible, 
with measures adjusted 
to local conditions, and 
materials collected and 
matched well, individu-
ality and stylish taste 
with personal avor of 
lilife and work. Its pros-
pect is to provide our 
categeries, show the 
best office furniture for 
you and to decorate 
your office with skilled 
hands in profession way. 
With constant reasearch 
and development, our 
unique furniture, in dis-
tinctive styles and 
colors, will lead to revo-
lution in this eld in the 
new centur



Nuvolta
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The combination of furniture design and modern technology, with forward-looking standard, blending modern, displaying the 

unique charm of office environment that is brought by advanced technology. The use of shape structure which is always used in 

owels architecture. It has the overall style of modern minimalism architecture, the appropriate use of non-symmertrical structure, 

combination of the virtual and substaintial, steady but not depressive, accompanying with stong feelings of spaciousness. 



Mint
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New Series
Single-row, double-row or various combinations, the different combination schemes of workstation meet all kinds of needs. 
Workstation is required to highly save space. Equipped with double sided cabinet, two people share one storage, keeping 
space simple.
The drawer realizes the balance of the storage space distribution by alternating pull-out. The mainframe box is not only for 
desktop computer to hold mainframe, but also as a convenient storage. what a thoughtful and mature design it is!
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New SeriesNew Series
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New Series

Red color, with no defensive, evokes the potential ferity of the rile, dissolving the traits of a gunner who has always been cool and calm, 
which shows strong visual impact.

The red screen of the desk is bright, and the auburn red decorative color of the steel leg is implicit. Such color transition makes the space 
present a kind of tension, funny also. 

New Series
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New Series
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In the space building, the wall retains nature of the concrete, and 

the upretending steel structure exposures boldly. The whole dec-

oration looks a bit rough, showing the industrial style which isn’t 

limited to one type and has wild sense of art silently.

With the space style, Ree’s legs choose black and red color pal-

ette. The crash of red and black comes into the void space, 

adding rich visual and emotional imagination, because the feel-

ing of mystery and calmness from black color blends in almost 

imperceptibley with the feeling of enthusiasm and passion from 

red color.

At the same time, Rie has high quality and superior skills, giving 

a modern fashionable look, and pasting mix label for the whole 

industry style, whic artistic feeling becomes stronger.

New Series Ardent Series

GF-NTA
Round face of NTA negotia-
tion table and Cattleya 
Chair match with each 
other well, and the image is 
unied and high-t.



New Series
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Ardent Series



New Series
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Ardent Series



New Series
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In the space building, the wall retains nature of the concrete, and the upretending stel structure exposures boldly. The whole decoration 

looks a bit rough, sthowing the industrial style which isn’t limited to one type and has wild sense of art silently. With the space style, Ree’s 

legs choose black and red color palette. The crash of red and black comes into the void space, adding righ visual and emotional imag-

inaion, because the feeling of mystery and calmness from black color blends in almost imperceptibiley with the feeling of enthusiasm and 

passion from red color. At the same time, Rie has high quality and superior skills, giving a modern fashionable look, and pasting mix label 

ffor the whole in dustry style, whic arstic feeling becomes stronger. 
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New 
Series

FG-DA
GF-DA executive desk is specially designed for high-grade manager, the attached 
cabinet can move optional, the around corner’s detail of table-board... All these 
design incarnate the humanism office concept. Two shapes of leg is optional to satis-
fy your different demands.    

GF-WTE

GF-WTE workstation is based on the simple structure___in addition to the table top, feet and wiring system, other parts are 

optional. The powerful screen hanging grove, the translucent screen and double color edge banding... simple design can 

meet any requirments and cheer your work.



Zeal

Zeal

ZE 101

ZE 102
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Panel Based 
System - 50mm



This cluster includes;
• 50 Mid Duct Panels, accessories and brackets
• 25mm 120° Corner Worktops
• 25mm Slabends
• Accessory Rails, silver

• Hook on Paper Trays, landscape, silver
• Hook on Pen Holders, silver
• Hook On Binder Holder, silver
• Ulmet Metal Mobile Pedestals 2+1, locking, silver

Lardo
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Light but stable, 
colorful and various 
screens satisfies 
different enterprises 
Office needs

Meeting/
Conference

Zebrano



Solid wood conference table series
The raceway cover in lines is decorated with 
8mm thickness aluminum strip and can be 
turned over by both sides freely. The table-
top is with double round edge in 5mm radius 
considering to the humanism.

Elegant lined and concisely designed

29-30
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ZE 104 ZE 105

ZE 106 ZE 107
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AV 101 AV 102

AV 103 AV 104

AV 105 AV 106 AV 107

AV 108 AV 109 AV 110 AV 111

AV 112 AV 113 AV 114

This cluster includes;
• 50 Mid Duct Panels, acces sories and brackets
•  25mm 120° Corner Work tops
•  25mm Slabends
•  Accessory Rails, silver
•  Hook on Paper Trays, land scape, silver
• •  Hook on Pen Holders, silver
•  Hook On Binder Holder, silver
•  Ulmet Metal Mobile Pedestals 2+1, locking, silver

Product Planning View’s
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Reception
Table Series
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Chair Series



Cha
ir

Cha
ir
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Leaner series provides a large staff work combination zone, a perfect fusion of multiple workstations in relative in-
dependent private office space at the same time,to provide timely and convenient communicaiton platform Sur-
rounding the functional conguration, the details of himan experience, meet the demand of high effcient office hu-
manity office related. 
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Leaner series provides a large staff work combination zone, a perfect fusion of multiple workstations in relative in-
dependent private office space at the same time,to provide timely and convenient communicaiton platform Sur-
rounding the functional conguration, the details of himan experience, meet the demand of high effcient office hu-
manity office related. 

Multi-functional cabinet and drawers Multi-functional cabinet drawers

Half surround independent space, focusing 
on effcient 
Serious atmosphere eased off because of the 
open space and harmonious mood, mean-
while Leaner work station is designed to have 
a very high space utilization.

`
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Projects
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Projects


